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Click the "Inѕtall Game" button to initiate the file doᴡnload and get compact doᴡnload launcher. Locate the eхecutable file in уour local folder and begin the launcher to inѕtall уour deѕired game.Bạn đang хem: Pokemon х and у doᴡnload a game bу Game Freak Platform: 3DS Editor Rating: 9.5/10, baѕed on 2 reᴠieᴡѕ, 1 reᴠieᴡ iѕ ѕhoᴡn Uѕer Rating:
7.1/10 - 76 ᴠoteѕ Rate thiѕ game: Pokémon X and Y iѕ a tᴡo-part firѕt inѕtallment of the ѕiхth generation of the main Pokémon game ѕerieѕ, being ᴠerу ѕimilar in plaу to the other gameѕ. When aѕked about the meaning of the nameѕ of the gameѕ, Satoru Iᴡata, the Preѕident of the Nintendo companу, ѕtated that “The X and Y repreѕent the X aхiѕ and
the Y aхiѕ.” Iᴡata ᴡent on to eхplain that there are different dimenѕionѕ that the people and Pokémon of the game liᴠe in, and ѕomeᴡhere along the dimenѕionѕ theу interѕect, giᴠing a miхed ᴡorld of the dimenѕionѕ.Gameplaу: StorуThe plaуer’ѕ adᴠenture takeѕ place in ᴡhat iѕ knoᴡn aѕ the Kaloѕ region. Within the Kaloѕ region, the plaуer haѕ the
abilitу to ᴠiѕit different areaѕ, meet people, eхplore unique citieѕ, encounter Pokémon, and take a reѕt after a long daу in the central hub of the region Lumioѕe Citу. Before ѕetting out on their adᴠenture, the plaуer iѕ giᴠen the option of character cuѕtomiᴢation, an eхciting feature in a Pokémon game. The plaуer can chooѕe the gender (boу or girl) and
chooѕe ᴠariouѕ featureѕ about the aѕpiring trainer to find a look that ѕuitѕ them.Gameplaу: Pokémon BattleѕBeing the ѕiхth generation of the ѕerieѕ, Pokémon X and Y feature a neᴡ tуpe of Pokémon: fairу tуpe (although releaѕed in 1999, thiѕ iѕ the firѕt time theу are ѕeen in the game). The fairу tуpe ᴡaѕ brought into the game to balance out the
dragon and dark tуpe Pokémon.Xem thêm: Bảo Mật Copy My Data Red Sky Labs · Công cụ 老王VPN 老王 · Công cụ Smart Switch Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. · Công cụ cài đặt ứng dụng KF Software House · Công cụ honest util · Công cụ DuckDuckGo DuckDuckGo · Công cụ Root Checker joeykrim · Công cụ TiviMate Companion Armobsoft FZE ·
Công cụ Fast Downloader dpb Apps · Công cụ Voice Recognition 周佳鴻 · Công cụ Generation VI’s major paired versions are Pokémon X and Y, both of which are accessible on the Nintendo 3DS. In the Kalos area, the games take place. The paired versions were announced on January 8, 2013, during a worldwide announcement by Satoru Iwata through
Nintendo Direct, and were released worldwide on October 12, 2013, for both retail and download. Compared to its predecessors, Pokémon X and Y Roms has an entirely distinct graphic design style, that sets Pokémon X and Y apart from its competitors. In an entirely 3D format, players will be able to interact with the game’s graphics. Read on more
to learn what adventures await in this node of the franchise. You can also jump directly to your Pokémon X and Y Citra ROM download link. Pokémon X and Y: About The Game Pokémon X and Y expose players to a new generation of Pokémon and an exciting new journey set in a stunning 3D environment. You’ll get to play as either a guy or a girl, and
you’ll be able to customize your hero’s appearance! Choose an appearance that you like, and then get ready to go! Your journey leads you to the vast Kalos area, where you’ll visit cities, meet people, and encounter a variety of Pokémon. Don’t miss Lumiose City, the region’s primary center, to which you’ll return several times during your tour. Look
for all-new Fairy-type Pokémon, the first new Pokémon type since the introduction of Dark-type and Steel-type Pokémon over a decade ago. When it comes to Dragon-type Pokémon, Fairy-type attacks are incredibly efficient. Sylveon, Eevee’s new evolved form, is one such Fairy-type Pokémon to encounter. New combat forms are entertaining for both
newcomers and veterans of the Pokémon franchise. Horde encounters are enormous competitions in which one of your Pokémon fights numerous wild Pokémon at once, while Sky Battles include duels between Pokémon that can fly. These new modes will test each Pokémon Trainer. You may care for your Pokémon with the Pokémon-Amie function, in
addition to new combat kinds. Increase your relationship by feeding, petting, and playing with your Pokémon. The more you play with your Pokémon, the more excellent they’ll get, and the better they’ll fight for you. Pokémon X and Y: Game Features Pokémon is known for its glacially slow evolution. Still, tradition is just skin deep in Pokémon X and Y.
There are many new features and upgrades, both primary and minor, that significantly influence the game. Types Of Fairies The reign of terror of a Dragon has come to an end. All Dragon attacks are immune to Fairies, which dramatically alters competitive play. Mawile, a previously forgotten Pokémon, gets a fresh lease of life thanks to the new type.
Mega Evolutions Mawile receives not just a new kind but also a Mega Evolution. The new mechanism allows select Pokémon to take on new and more powerful forms. Mawile has suddenly become a fascinating defensive Pokémon, thanks to its Huge Power ability, which boosts its attack to scary proportions. Absol and Kangashkan also benefit from
Mega Evolutions, but Mawile is the poster child for how Mega Evolutions may help previously overlooked Pokémon. It’s also worth mentioning that Pokémon X and Y is the first game in the franchise to introduce the concept of Mega Evolutions. That makes its appearance in this game, as well as playing the game, that much more exciting. Of course,
Pokémon X may feature some Mega Evolutions that Pokémon Y doesn’t and vice versa. Make sure to play both versions to get the full experience! Graphic Design The graphics of Pokémon X are a considerable step forward from the previous games in the series. Each of the 700 Pokémon in the game is animated, and several of the moves are pretty
beautiful. The new aesthetics make it challenging to go back to Pokémon Black/White 2, which was released barely a year ago. Ability To Observe EVs Pokémon’s famed secret stats can finally be tracked thanks to the new Super Training function. They are displayed using a radar chart, which provides an overview of how the training is proceeding.
It’s not perfect, but it takes out a lot of the guessing that made EV training so tricky. Use Minigames To Teach Them Another significant enhancement is the opportunity to gain EVs by shooting fast 3D goals. EV training used to include tracking down a certain Pokémon and repeatedly killing it. Super Training takes care of everything, and it’s entirely
free in-game. Alternatively, Use Reset Bags To Get Rid Of Them Reset Bags are fantastic for Pokémon with out-of-date EV spreads. A few blows will entirely remove their EV points, restoring them to near-new condition. All those ancient Pokémon from Ruby/Sapphire will have a lot more worth once the Pokémon Transporter arrives. Trainer Public
Relations Videos PR Videos are a potentially addicting method to promote your training through 12-second videos. You may include different backdrops, effects, and music into an excellent short film starring your trainer and a top Pokémon using a surprisingly capable editor. When you’re finished, you may share it with anybody in the world over the
internet. Trades Of Wonders Wonder Trades is a fantastic little roulette game. You’ll receive an entirely random Pokémon if you put in a monster. You could get a mundane Oddish, but you never know when someone will throw in a rare or well-trained monster just for fun. Play 6v6 With Random Opponents Random online fights were available in
Pokémon Black and White, although not in complete 6v6 variations. Via Pokémon X/Y, you may finally challenge passers-by to an all-out battle in the Player Search System. It took two generations to get here, but better late than never, right? Pokémon Amie Allows You To Interact With Real Pokémon Pokémon Amie allows you to touch and interact
with your monsters, further enhancing the sense that they are real. It also adds to the game because certain Pokémon require a lot of Affection to develop. It’s also great to kick back and play a game of Berry Picker with your favorite Pokémon from time to time. National Pokedex Sina and Dexio may be found at Lumiose Station on North Boulevard. If
you speak with them, they will upgrade your Pokedex to a National Pokedex. You may now add to your Pokedex even more Pokémon. It’s the final phase in the game before you can finally register and capture them all! Participate In Pokémon X and Y Battles Pokémon X and Y have their own fight facility, the Battle Maison, just like the previous games.
The Battle Maison, located in Kiloude City, is a house where you can fight random trainers in order to reach the Battle Maison commander. You can fight trainers in four distinct styles: single, double, triple, and rotation. Increase The Power Of Your Mega Ring The trainer will inform you that Professor Sycamore is searching for you in Anistar City
after the battle with your competitor in Kiloude City. It appears to be concerning your Mega Ring, as well as the enigma surrounding Mega Stones and Mega Evolution. Fly to Anistar City and chat with Professor Sycamore in the Sundial. He’ll invite you to touch the giant, crystalline Sundial after telling you everything he knows about Mega Stones
and Mega Evolution. It will enhance your Mega Ring if you touch it! Version Differences It’s a well-known fact that Pokémon always features two different versions of the game in a generation. The story in Pokémon X is essentially the same as the story in Pokémon Y, and the gameplay as well. However, version differences in Pokémon games are
meant to encourage trading, so it’s no wonder two versions always exist. The main differences lie in the Pokémon you can obtain in each game. Pokémon X has Pokémon that are exclusive to this version, and Pokémon Y is the same. Some of the Pokémon featured in Pokémon X include Staryu, Mega Mewtwo X, Mega Charizard X, Pinsir, and Xerneas.
Xerneas is the Legendary Pokémon featured in Pokémon X and the mascot for this version of the game. On the other hand, Pokémon Y features exclusive Pokémon such as Larvitar, Mega Mewtwo Y, Mega Charizard Y, Electrike, and Yveltal. Same as Xerneas for Pokémon X, Yveltal is the Legendary Pokémon for Pokémon Y and the mascot for this
version of the game. Of course, there are many more Pokémon that appear in their respective versions than the ones listed here. How to Play While some users may own a 3DS or prefer to play Pokémon X and Y using this platform, it’s also worth mentioning you can play the game on the Citra emulator. It’s fairly easy to load it into Citra, though. If
you want to exclusively play Pokémon X, then simply load in the Pokémon X ROM. However, if you want to play Pokémon Y, then you should load in the Pokémon Y ROM. Loading the Pokémon X and Y ROMs onto your 3DS Playing Pokémon X and Y on your 3DS is a lot easier than playing it on an emulator. Download the Pokémon X and Y ROMs and
load them onto your Nintendo 3DS. After that, start up the game you want to play, and enjoy reliving your childhood! Running the Pokémon X and Y ROMs on the Citra emulator To be able to play the games on the Citra emulator, you have to make sure you’ve selected the correct folder the program will read your ROMs from. After that, the emulator
should read and load in all of your downloaded games easily. If you’re having issues with the games not appearing, check to make sure you’ve put your Pokémon X and Y ROM in the right folder. Also, make sure you’ve extracted the ROMs from the .rar file! Conclusion Game Freak released the role-playing video games Pokémon X and Y in 2013. They
are the first games in the primary Pokémon video game series’ sixth generation. Pokémon X & Y is a great place to start if you’ve never played a Pokémon game before or if you’ve been away from the series for a time. It’s also ideal for lifetime trainers who are confident in their abilities. If you enjoy playing Pokémon X and Y on your PC, you may get
the Nintendo 3DS games from this site. Continue to visit this site to see the most recent games and obtain step-by-step instructions on how to play each one. Download Pokémon X and Y Citra ROMs Pokémon X and Y now run excellently in Citra with the implementation of AAC Decoder. Graphically, the games have minor issues such as the lighting
issue in which during cutscenes, the background will be black. Apart from that, the game works great on good hardware. – Pokémon X and Y Citra Emu Compatibility
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